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Keuco Edition accessories & cabinets
A classic example of the best of German engineering, Keuco’s
range of bathroom accessories, lighting & storage cabinets are
second to none. The Edition 11 accessories are a simple form
of square cast brass pieces, exceptionally plated in chrome.
Individual to Keuco is the Edition 300 illuminated mirror cabinet with its smooth operated upward opening swing door. It

also integrates 3 electrical sockets, sliding magnifying mirror
& multiple adjustable shelving.

Vola—in colour!
Using a unique coating

Exclusive display ranges

process, Vola brassware
can be finished in over
13 different colours.
Whether it’s a single
basin mixer or a
complete shower area,

Vola in colour creates a
very individual look for every bathroom. Along with colours,
Vola brassware can also be finished with polished or matt
chrome, polished brass or manufactured from solid stainless
steel & finished with a sleek matt look.

Hand-made radiators from Bard & Brazier
Made in Birmingham, Bard & Brazier are a specialist manufacturer of hand-made towel radiators &
wash basin stands. Their ranges extend from the
ultra sleek contemporary D-Rail with its integrated
valve system, to premium classic designs such as

the Baronial ball-jointed radiator. Whilst many
models & sizes are available from stock, due to the
hand-crafted nature of Bard & Brazier, any bespoke configuration, size or finish of radiator can
be produced. The classic radiators & wash basin stands also tie-in seamlessly with the Lefroy
Brooks range of classical sanitary ware, both in design & finish.
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